Waveguide and Plasmonic Absorption-Induced Transparency
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ABSTRACT: Absorption-induced transparency (AIT) is one of the family of induced transparencies that has emerged in recent decades in the fields of plasmonics and metamaterials. It is a seemingly paradoxical phenomenon in which transmission through nanoholes in gold and silver is dramatically enhanced at wavelengths where a physisorbed dye layer absorbs strongly. The origin of AIT remains controversial, with both experimental and theoretical work pointing to either surface (plasmonic) or in-hole (waveguide) mechanisms. Here, we resolve this controversy by carefully filling nanoholes in a silver film with dielectric material before depositing dye on the surface. Our experiments and modeling show that not only do plasmonic and waveguide contributions to AIT both exist, but they are spectrally identical, operating in concert when the dye is both in the holes and on the surface.
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When nanoholes in a gold or silver film are covered by a dense layer of dye, a transparency is induced at wavelengths where the dye absorbs strongly.¹ This absorption-induced transparency (AIT) has a sharp onset at the dye absorption band maximum, leading to the surprising effect that a red light-absorbing dye appears, when viewed through the holes, red.

AIT is highly sensitive to the metal film used, being most intense on silver or gold, suggesting a possible role for surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs). The large scattering cross sections and interfacial field intensity of SPP resonances means they often dominate the light response of nanostructures, being implicated in enhanced absorption and emission,²⁻¹⁰ refractive index shifts,¹¹⁻¹⁴ and Raman scattering,¹⁵ of adsorbed molecules, in Fano resonances,¹⁶,¹⁷ and in optical leakage through aperture arrays at wavelengths far above cutoff for waveguide propagation.¹⁸⁻²⁰

At the same time, however, AIT is weakly dispersive and present even for disordered groups of holes, indicating a role for the local properties of each aperture, for example, their waveguide properties and in-hole Fabry–Pérot (FP) resonances.²¹,²² Electron microscopy analysis in the original work showed that the dye was distributed not only on the metal surface, but also significantly filled the holes, and contributions to AIT from both a change in the refractive index inside the holes, and from molecule-SPP interactions at the surface, were inferred.¹

Later interpretations of AIT have been similarly divided. It has been speculated to be a hybrid analogue of electromagnetic induced transparency (EIT),²³ and plasmon induced transparency (PIT)²⁴ demonstrated in metamaterials.²⁵ The critical coupling effect²⁶ may play a role. However, AIT has been shown to occur in the complete absence of resonant SPPs via guided modes through the dye-filled holes even for subwavelength holes in a perfect electrical conductor.²⁸ A plasmonic guided mode within the dye layer along the surface has also been proposed to account for the effect.²⁹

Here, we seek to resolve this controversy by precisely filling subwavelength diameter nanoholes in a silver film with dielectric material such that surface and in-hole contributions to AIT can be isolated. We show that AIT has in fact both plasmonic and in-hole waveguide contributions. The origin in each case is a strong perturbation of the dispersion relation of the relevant propagation constant by the molecular absorber, but with an apparent contradiction of its own. Although filling the hole with dye reduces the evanescence of the waveguide mode to favor propagative transmission in the AIT spectral
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region, placing the dye film on the surface increases the evanescence of the SPP mode perpendicular to the interface (i.e., making it more surface bound) in the same spectral region. The latter nevertheless also favors transmission by leakage of the SPP through the subwavelength holes. Thus, the two contributions to the induced transparency are finally spectrally identical and reinforce one another.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We developed a technique for the precise filling of 100–160 nm diameter holes in 200 nm silver films with dielectric (80 nm of LiF and 120 nm of polystyrene, PS), such that a neat 40 ± 5 nm film of the dye Rhodamine 640 could be physisorbed exclusively on the top surface of the holes (see schematic in Figure 1a and Methods). Further fabrication details and SEM structural analysis, together with details of optical measurements and simulation methods, are included in the Supporting Information (SI, Section S1). Atomic force microscopy (AFM) characterization confirmed that the LiF and PS fully filled the holes with the upper PS layer even slightly protruding out of the holes by ~10 nm (Figure 1b). Importantly, the dielectric-filled holes have an effective refractive index \( n \sim 1.5 \) (weighted average of \( n_{\text{LiF}} = 1.39 \) and \( n_{\text{polystyrene}} = 1.59 \)) in the visible region, similar to the background index when the holes are filled with dye material (as estimated by simulations, see Methods and SI, Section S2). Our structure therefore provides a close model to the canonical AIT system except the dye absorption resonance is absent inside the hole.

We fabricated ordered arrays of dielectric-filled nanoholes which can launch grating SPPs, and also disordered groups of dielectric-filled holes for which SPPs are only locally associated with the holes. We study their optical properties sequentially next.

Periodic Holes Array. The transmission spectrum of a square hole array of 100 nm diameter holes (unfilled) milled by focused ion beam (FIB) in a 200 nm thick Ag film with a period of 250 nm (red dashed curve) is shown in Figure 1d. SPP modes on subwavelength metallic hole arrays are generated via Bragg scattering according to

\[
\vec{k}_{\text{SPP}} = \vec{k}_l + i\vec{g}_x + j\vec{g}_y
\]

(1)

where \( \vec{k}_l \) is the in-plane wavevector component of the incident light, \( \vec{k}_{\text{SPP}} \) is the SPP wavevector, and \( \vec{g}_x \) and \( \vec{g}_y \) are the reciprocal lattice vectors \(|\vec{g}_x| = |\vec{g}_y| = 2\pi/P\), where \( P \) is the lattice period, and \( i \) and \( j \) are integers. Grating coupling ensures momentum matching between incident light and the surface mode according to the condition...
Article

where $k_0$ is the wave vector of the incident light in free space, and $\varepsilon_d$ and $\varepsilon_m$ are the permittivities of the (infinite) dielectric and the metal media, respectively. Only the transmission peak associated with the $(1,0)$ SPP resonance on the glass/metal interface of the hole array is visible at 520 nm for the 250 nm array. The transmission spectrum of a dielectric-filled hole array (blue dashed curve) is also shown in Figure 1d. Its transmission is $\sim$10 times higher, whereas its $(1,0)$ SPP resonance energy is red-shifted by 20 nm. The enhanced transmission is due to the increased refractive index in the holes effectively widening the hole for incident radiation (the emergence of Fabry–Pérot resonances near 550 nm in the dielectric-filled holes are discussed further below).

When a Rhodamine 640 film is directly spin-cast on a hole array without dielectric filling, the dye is distributed inside the holes and on the surface simultaneously. AIT is clearly visible as a new and intense transmission with a sharp onset at 612 nm (Figure 1d, red solid curve) and peaking at 659 nm, while on a new and intense transmission with a sharp onset at 612 nm and a peak at 652 nm, and suppressed on the blue side of the absorption. The salient feature of AIT, transmission enhancement on the red side of the dye absorption maximum and damping on the blue side, is clear in both cases considering the 620 nm absorption peak of the Rhodamine 640 layer on flat silver (Figure 1c). AIT is not simply a filtering of the array transmission by the dye, as will also be shown by numerical simulations later, and we checked that the spectra did not exhibit any contribution from fluorescence. An optical micrograph of the transmission of subwavelength hole arrays of various periods in silver without (top) and with (bottom) a Rhodamine 640 film on top is shown in Figure 1c. The pink-red color of the AIT transmission dominates the colors of the original plasmonic resonances, and compares with the blue colored transmission of the same dye film on glass (inset, Figure 1e).

Another characteristic feature of AIT is its weakly dispersive nature. This is illustrated in Figure 2, showing transmission spectra as a function of the angle of $p$-polarized incident radiation for the four arrays discussed in Figure 1d (see Figure 2a). The corresponding $c/t$ dispersion relations are shown in Figure 2b. In the absence of Rhodamine 640, for unfilled (I) or dielectric-filled (III) holes, the SPP peaks shift as the probe angle is increased, corresponding to an increased in-plane momentum of the incident field and in accordance with eq 1 ($k_z = k_0 = n k_0 \sin \theta$). When Rhodamine 640 is deposited on the arrays, either on the surface and in the holes (II), or only on the surface (IV), the resulting AIT peak at $\sim$650 nm is in both cases observed to disperse very weakly compared to the SPP modes. The slight blue shift of ca. 8 nm in the AIT peak when the molecules are dispersed only on the surface of the array is also constant with angle. The same weakly dispersive behavior of the AIT mode is observed when the period of the arrays is varied, though some broadening is observed at higher periods (see SI, Section S3).

To better understand the surface contribution to AIT, numerical simulations were undertaken using the finite difference time domain (FDTD) method as outlined in ref 27. A Drude–Lorentz model was employed to simulate the permittivity of the silver film, giving a good fit to the experimental response in the visible range.31 For the Rhodamine 640 dye layer we modeled the dielectric response $\varepsilon_d(\omega)$ using a two-component Lorentz model.
\[\varepsilon_d(\omega) = \varepsilon_{\text{host}} - \sum_{j=1}^{2} \frac{\Delta \varepsilon_j \Omega_j^2}{\omega^2 - \Omega_j^2 + i\Gamma_j \omega}\]  

(3)

where \(\Omega\), \(\Delta \varepsilon\), and \(\Gamma\) are the absorption maximum, peak oscillator strength, and line width of component \(j\), and \(\varepsilon_{\text{host}}\) is the host (background) dielectric constant. We then used an analytical expression for calculating the absorption in an unperforated silver film coated with a 40 nm Rhodamine 640 layer to define a set of material parameters which fairly reproduce the main absorption features observed in Figure 1d. We obtained: \(\varepsilon_{\text{host}} = 2.25\), \(\Delta \varepsilon_1 = 0.184\), \(\Omega_1 = 0.092\), \(\Gamma_1 = 0.095\), \(\varepsilon_2 = 2.217\), \(\Delta \varepsilon_2 = 0.230\) eV. The simulated real and imaginary parts of the permittivity of the dye layer are shown in Figure 3a.

Simulated spectra for a bare 330 nm period hole array (black curve) and for the same array when the holes are filled with dielectric (green curve) are shown in Figure 3b (for further computational details see SI, Section 1, and ref 32 and references therein). The experimentally observed red shift and increased intensity in the (1,0) SPP resonance when the holes are filled with dielectric are well reproduced. The additional shoulder on the peak near 500 nm is due to coupling between the glass-Ag SPP and a Fabry–Perot mode in the dielectric-filled holes. The spectrum of the FP mode is calculated for a single \(d = 120\) nm dielectric-filled hole in the SI, Section S4. It appears close to the cutoff wavelength (ca. 548 nm) as estimated from the propagation constant for holes in silver both by FDTD methods and the implicit analytical expression for circular waveguides.

The red curve in Figure 3b is the simulated spectrum obtained by multiplying the dielectric-filled hole array transmission spectrum by the transmission of a 40 nm Rhodamine 640 film in air (without substrate). In other words, it is the spectrum obtained if the surface dye layer acts only to filter the array transmission. Clearly the features of AIT are not reproduced by this “trivial” model.

The simulated spectrum obtained for the 330 nm period dielectric-filled hole array with Rhodamine 640 layer on top is shown in Figure 3c (red curve) where it is compared to the experimental result (blue curve). The AIT peak at 653 nm is clearly reproduced in the simulations, even though its intensity relative to the grating (1,0) SPP at 595 nm is reduced compared to experiments. The latter SPP mode is strongly damped in simulations of 350 and 390 nm period arrays. In general a much higher AIT intensity is observed experimentally than in the simulations for a range of other period arrays (SI, Section S3, Figure S4). These differences between experiment and simulation for the same nominal parameters may be due to irregularities in the hole shape, size and filling, or the dye layer thickness in the fabricated structures. Variation in refractive indices of the materials going from bulk to finite volumes can also play a role (for example, a closer match to the observed ratio of the (1,0) SPP and AIT peaks is obtained if calculations are done for a hole filled only with PS, \(n = 1.59\), see SI, Section S2). In agreement with previous studies that showed a linear relationship between dye film absorbance and AIT transmission intensity, the calculated AIT intensity reduces in favor of the SPP mode as the concentration of the Rhodamine 640 on the surface is reduced (see SI, Section S5).

Simulations in Figure 3d emphasize two further points. First, when the dye is dispersed both in the holes and on the surface of the same hole array structure (green curve) the AIT signal is much stronger than when the dye is dispersed only in the holes (red curve) indicating that contributions to AIT occur both on the surface and in the hole and are additive. Second, when dye is only present on the surface but with air inside the holes (black curve, Figure 3d) the AIT peak is extremely weak, as reported previously. Thus, having a background dielectric constant of \(\sim 1.5\) inside the holes is crucial in order to observe a strong surface contribution to AIT.

Importantly, calculated near-field maps of the electric field at the AIT peak (653 nm) for the same period 330 nm dielectric-filled hole array with dye on top clearly show a SPP-like propagation pattern (Figure 4a–c). The E-field component perpendicular to the surface displays the typical fringes of the
As was observed for the periodic arrays (Figure 1b) filling the holes with dielectric increases the transmission intensity (here 4-5 times, dashed lines Figure 5b). The dielectric-filled holes also show more pronounced, red-shifted, resonances attributed to Fabry–Pérot modes near the cutoff wavelength (SI, Section S4) and this broad envelope continues to shift to the red as the hole diameter increases (Figure 5b). When the Rhodamine 640 layer is deposited such that the dye is both in the holes and on the surface (Figure 5a, solid lines), or only on the surface (Figure 5b, solid lines), characteristic and qualitatively similar AIT features are once again apparent in each case. Transmission enhancement occurs from the maximum of the dye absorption while to the blue of the resonance transmission is suppressed, recovering again below ~500 nm. The effects are again greatest when the molecules are both on the surface and in the hole. AIT shows a strong dependence on hole diameter in both cases, with the full width at half-maximum of the AIT peak broadening substantially with increasing hole diameter. The same broadening of AIT with hole diameter is apparent for periodic arrays (see SI Section S3, Figure S4, and Section S6).

An isolated hole was used to simulate the spectra of the disordered groups of holes. When the dye is present in the hole and on the surface, the simulation reproduces the AIT peak and its hole diameter dependence (Figure 5c). As was shown previously, calculations predict that whenever dye is in a single, isolated hole, AIT is observed due to in-hole waveguiding (see also SI, Section S4). However, for single a dielectric-filled hole with dye only on the surface, the experimentally observed AIT is not reproduced by the calculations (Figure 5d). As already mentioned, near-neighbor holes facilitate efficient transmission through disordered groups of holes as they rescatter SPPs launched locally at a single hole. Such possibilities are of course absent in simulations of an isolated hole, thus the failure to reproduce the surface AIT in such calculations suggests again a plasmonic contribution (i.e., SPPs launched locally at the AIT energy are re-emitted by near-neighbor holes). The inability of a single, isolated hole to simultaneously act as a source and rescatter of SPPs can be concluded from calculations of an isolated hole in silver compared to that in a perfect electric conductor (PEC, see SI, Section S4 for details). Experiments on disordered groups of dielectric-filled holes with densities in the range 1.6-4.2 holes/μm² did not show any clear trend regarding hole number-normalized AIT intensity and hole density. Further experiments at much lower hole densities are required to confirm the predicted behavior of a single isolated hole with respect to AIT.

**Calculation of the Relevant Propagation Constants.** The existence of SPPs at the AIT energy can be inferred by calculating the propagation constant for the SPP (k_SPP) at an unstructured interface between infinite metal and dye media. This was done using eq 2 as an approximation for the 40 nm thick dye layer on silver, inserting the estimated permittivities discussed earlier. k_SPP is shown in Figure 6a (blue curve) together with the light cone shaded in gray (n_background = 1.5, black curve). k_SPP follows the light line in the near-IR as the metal approximates a perfect conductor and the SPP is light-like and weakly bound to the interface. As the dye absorption resonance is approached, however, k_SPP deviates away from the light line deep into the evanescent region (compared with k_SPP calculated for an infinite n = 1.5 dielectric/silver interface, green curve Figure 6a). The mode is strongly surface-bound with a large imaginary part of k for a strong SPP decay normal to the interface. The SPP is weakly dispersive particularly near 627 nm where k_SPP undergoes anomalous dispersion, intersecting the light cone at 606 nm, very close to the observed onset of AIT. Conversely, in the region between 606 and 478 nm, k_SPP lies within the light cone and a surface-bound mode is not defined (eq 2). The propagation length for the SPP, L_SPP, the inverse of the imaginary part of k_SPP increases rapidly on the red side of the dye absorption with a sharp onset near the dye absorption maximum (Figure 6a, red curve).
There is excellent correspondence between the experimentally observed surface contribution to AIT and the spectral regions in which a surface plasmon is well defined according to eq 2, confirming the evidence for a surface mode already provided by the FDTD simulations. Transmission through metallic holes beyond cutoff occurs by leakage of the SPP fields at the interface, whether it involves local or grating SPPs, is most efficient at energies where the SPP is strongly bound to the interface, that is, where \( k_{\text{SPP}} \) lies deep in the evanescent region. The anomalous dispersion of \( k_{\text{SPP}} \) between 627 and 608 nm means that for a periodic array, a large range of incident angles and array periods satisfy the grating coupling condition (eq 1) for a SPP with wavelength just to the red of the dye absorption maximum. This is also the region where \( L_{\text{SPP}} \) is rapidly increasing. Taken together these points account for the weakly dispersive and increasingly intense SPP mode with onset at the absorption maximum of the dye. For disordered group of holes, the launching of SPPs locally at each hole at the AIT energy, followed by re-emission through neighboring holes is reasonable given the increasing SPP propagation length at the AIT peak (Figure 6a) relative to the hole separation (4.2 holes/\( \mu \text{m}^2 \)). We recall here that the AIT line-shape broadened with increasing hole diameter when the Rhodamine 640 was only present on the surface of the disordered holes (Figure 5b). This is because the probability of tunneling of SPP modes at the hole/dye interface has a Fabry–Pérot functional form (see eq 2 in ref 20) determined on the propagation constant for a dye-filled waveguide.

For completeness, we calculate this propagation constant, following Rodrigo et al., to simulate the in-hole guided mode contribution to AIT for a \( d = 100 \) nm diameter hole filled with Rhodamine 640 (Figure 6b).27 The permittivity of the dye (\( \varepsilon_d \)) is inserted into the expression for the propagation constant (\( k_z \)) of a circular waveguide in a perfect metal (perfect electrical conductor)

\[
k_z = \sqrt{\varepsilon_d k_0^2 - \omega_o^2}
\]

where \( k_0 \) is the wave vector of the incident light in free space, \( \omega_o = \omega_x \) (2\( \pi / k_0 \)) \( + (2\pi / k_y) \), \( k_x \) and \( k_y \) are the wave vector components along the x and y axes, respectively. If we consider

Figure 5. Transmission spectra of disordered groups of holes (hole density: 4.2 holes per \( \mu \text{m}^2 \)) milled in a 200 nm thick Ag film recorded in the absence (dash lines) and presence (solid lines) of a 40 nm layer of Rhodamine 640. The disordered groups of holes were (a) initially unfilled or (b) dielectric-filled and the hole diameter varied as indicated. The full width at half-maximum of the AIT peak is also indicated. (c) and (d) Calculated transmission spectra for an isolated hole with parameters corresponding to (a) and (b), respectively.

For disordered group of holes, the launching of SPPs locally at each hole at the AIT energy, followed by re-emission through neighboring holes is reasonable given the increasing SPP propagation length at the AIT peak (Figure 6a) relative to the hole separation (4.2 holes/\( \mu \text{m}^2 \)). We recall here that the AIT line-shape broadened with increasing hole diameter when the Rhodamine 640 was only present on the surface of the disordered holes (Figure 5b). This is because the probability of tunneling of SPP modes at the hole/dye interface has a Fabry–Pérot functional form (see eq 2 in ref 20) determined on the propagation constant for a dye-filled waveguide.

For completeness, we calculate this propagation constant, following Rodrigo et al., to simulate the in-hole guided mode contribution to AIT for a \( d = 100 \) nm diameter hole filled with Rhodamine 640 (Figure 6b).27 The permittivity of the dye (\( \varepsilon_d \)) is inserted into the expression for the propagation constant (\( k_z \)) of a circular waveguide in a perfect metal (perfect electrical conductor)

\[
k_z = \sqrt{\varepsilon_d k_0^2 - \omega_o^2}
\]
the first mode of the transverse electric (TE) field solution, eq 4 can be written as $k_z = \sqrt{\epsilon k_0^2 - (1.84/r)^2}$, where $r$ is the radius of waveguide. The high value of Re($k_z$) (blue curve, Figure 6b) reduces evanescence inside the holes, favoring propagative transmission and this is also the region where $L_z$ is rapidly increasing, corresponding well with the observed AIT spectral region. The same analysis for larger hole diameters predicts the observed AIT line-shape broadening, further confirming the predictions of Rodrigo et al. 27

To further clarify, the AIT phenomenon occurs at wavelengths where the real part of the propagation constant presents strong frequency dispersion, due to a change in the dielectric constant produced by the molecules. The appearance of AIT at the red side of the molecular absorption wavelength instead of on the blue side is due to the asymmetric behavior of the propagation constant around the Rhodamine absorption energy. Within the normal dispersion region (red wavelength side) light transmission is possible given the moderate values of the propagation length, whereas absorption dominates the anomalous dispersion region (blue wavelength side). Outside the normal and anomalous spectral windows the influence of the dye layer weakens and far from the resonance the thin layer behaves like a lossless dielectric.

CONCLUSIONS

In summary, our experiments and modeling show that AIT can have contributions from both surface (plasmonic) and in-hole guided modes, as predicted individually by Yeh et al. 28 and Rodrigo et al. 27 respectively. The region slightly to the red of the dye absorption, where the imaginary part of the propagation constant drops sharply but the real part remains reasonably large, is critical. Considering a dye-filled hole as a circular waveguide, $k_z$ becomes less evanescent in this region favoring propagation through the hole. When the dye is on the surface, $k_{SPP}$ bends away from the light line in this region, becoming more surface bound ($k_z$ more evanescent for the surface mode), which is the criteria for efficient transmission by SPPs through subwavelength holes. 27 Thus, though their origins are different, both in-hole and surface AIT occur at the same spectral region and reinforce each other when a dye is dispersed both in the holes and on the surface. AIT offers flexibility for tuning either surface or waveguide mode energies on plasmonic nanostructured arrays simply by choice of a dye with strong absorption at a desired frequency. Given that the organic dye layer can easily be manipulated by optical and electrochemical means, AIT has further great potential for active control.

METHOD

Briefly, a 200 nm thick silver film was evaporated on glass, and holes 100–160 nm in diameter were milled by focused ion beam (FIB). An 80 nm thick LiF film was then deposited onto the sample by vacuum evaporation (root-mean-square surface roughness 3.25 nm) and a 350 nm thick polystyrene (PS) film spin-coated on top from toluene. The PS film was then carefully etched by oxygen plasma until the holes were just filled (~120 nm PS), with the metal surface still protected by LiF. The LiF layer on the metal surface could then easily be washed away using distilled water to give a dielectric-filled hole array. Finally, a 40 ± 5 nm Rhodamine 640 layer was spin-cast on the surface from a concentrated methanol solution which cannot dissolve PS (Rhodamine 640 was obtained from Exciton company, we estimate a Rhodamine 640 film density approaching ca. 1 molecule/nm² based on the density of the related Rhodamine 6G in crystalline form, see also SI, Section S1). The LiF/PS films were >95% transparent in the visible region, and we checked by simulation that the results herein are barely changed if the ratio of LiF to PS in the holes is varied (SI, Section S2). In other words, the presence of reflections inside the hole due to the different refractive indices of LiF and PS do not alter the conclusions.
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